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❏ Post a Position
❏ Review Posted Positions
❏ Receive Applications
❏ Move Applications through Phases 

& Tasks
❏ Hire Applicants
❏ Add Applicant as an Employee
❏ How was this set-up?



Posting A Position
Two Windows      Finalized positions are Open Positions showing on your posting site



Posting A Position
You will go through the tabs on the left to create the posting      Red Asterisk indicates a mandatory field

Note:
You can change very few 
things after it is finalized!!



Posting A Position
The position number that you link to the job posting will be the position that you can easily assign to the 
person who you hire.



Posting A Position
You will create the Hiring Phases that each applicant goes through, each phase can have multiple tasks.
You will assign the staff who can see each Phase and can interact with it.



Posting A Position
You set up questions for all of your positions



Posting A Position
We use the Post Submit Questions for the Consent for Background check
You can add additional Post Submit Questions per job posting



Posting A Position
You will enter the reference questions used for every applicant.
You can add additional per job posting.



Posting A Position
This view allows you the see the entire application for this posting by scrolling.  Attachments appear at the bottom.



Posting A Position
The last 3 tabs are used after you receive applications
This view allows you the see the the applications started and submitted for the posting.



Posting A Position
HR can mark applications as restricted so they aren’t seen by hiring managers.



Posting A Position
This shows what phase each application is at.



External Job Postings
Add the link to your 
webpage

Customize each 
section of the 
posting.

You can see our live 
postings as 
examples:

www.USD 204.net

Human Resources

Current Openings



External Job Postings
Customize each 
section

Can enter 
information in the 
sections OR add an 
attachment



Internal Job Postings
Created a tile in the Employee Portal using External Links

System Tab

Features

External Links

I added the External link, however since the person is logged 
into Skyward Q, they can see the internal postings also.



External and Internal Job Postings View
External View from Website Internal View Logged into Skyward Q

Internal Only Postings



Menu Options in Applicant Tracking

You can view by the list of everyone who 
has applied or by the list of applications 

created.



Menu Options in Applicant Tracking

Set these for Hiring 
Managers--Principals 

and Directors

The other menu options are for HR Only!



My Application Tasks
This is the tab that Hiring Managers will work with HR to move applicants through your process.



My Application Tasks
Options in My Application Tasks

This allows you to move an 
application to a different job posting 

within the same category



Menu Options in Applicant Tracking

After you mark an applicant Hired, that 
application will appear in these sections.



Menu Options in Applicant Tracking

You will go to this section to add the 
hired applicant as an Employee in 

Skyward Q.



Menu Options in Applicant Tracking Hired Applications

Setting filters changes what you see



Adding a Hired Applicant as an Employee

Click the Triangle to add the Applicant as 
an Employee-Process Demographics

And 
Add them to an Assignment



Adding a Hired Applicant as an Employee

It will take you through a series of screens to 
add their demographic information, their 
degrees, and their certifications. 
This is done by comparing what they entered 
on the application and matching it to the 
“codes” in the System.
You will then be asked if you want to add 
them to an assignment.
You can choose to do this or come back later 
to the triangle and choose Add to an 
Assignment.



Adding a Hired Applicant to an Assignment

Click the Triangle to 
Add them to an Assignment



Adding a Hired Applicant to an Assignment
Choose the fiscal year.  If you have attached a 
position to the Job Posting, it will show here 
for you to choose.
OR 
You can add a position to the system at this 
time using the boxes at the top.



Adding a Hired Applicant to an Assignment
You will then complete the details for the 
assignment.



Codes
You create these for your district to add to applications to flag applications or to Deny and remove from consideration.



Codes
You create these for your district to categorize the application used



Codes
You can create templates for messages that you send to applicants



Codes
We use the Post Submit Questions for the Consent for Background Check.      
Note--Post Submit Questions must be sent BEFORE and submitted by the candidate befor you mark an applicant as 
hired!



Codes
You will add your Reference Questions in this tab.   These are used for all applicants.



Codes
You create these for your district to move applications through the process.   These appear in the My Application 
Tasks Tab.  

● You can have multiple processes for external or internal candidates, 
categories or employees.

● Each Process can have different Phases and Tasks

● Each Phase can have One or Multiple Tasks

● CAUTION!!  You can’t clone an application between Hiring 
Processes--so an External Classified application can’t be cloned to an 
External Certified posting

Some things can automatically occur 
when the application is moved to the 
Phase!



Posting A Position
You can also add Questions specific to this Job Posting by scrolling to the bottom and clicking this:

An Example:  You may want to ask candidates for a bus driver job if they hold a current CDL.  This question 
would just apply to this posting.



Settings
This is information for defaults and messages.    These are used for all applicants.



Settings
This is information for defaults for the system.    These are used for all applicants.


